"Divine Marriageable Characters" Pack Now Available for Harvest
Moon: Light of Hope Special Edition
Woo and Marry the Harvest Goddess or Gorgan!
Burlingame, CA. – July 31, 2018 – Natsume Inc., a worldwide developer and publisher
of family-oriented video games, today released the final DLC pack for Harvest Moon:
Light of Hope Special Edition. The Divine Marriageable Characters pack is now
available for PlayStation®4 and Nintendo™Switch for $3.99.
Ever wonder what it'd be like to woo the Harvest Goddess or the Underworld King,
Gorgan? Well, now you can! Get to know the Harvest Goddess and Gorgan on a
deeper level and marry them!
The pack includes:
•
•
•

Marriageable Characters: Harvest Goddess and Gorgan
Romance Events
Marriage Events

The Harvest Goddess has long cared for this land with her Harvest Sprites, but wooing
a divine being won't be easy! You'll need to find out what makes this goddess tick!
Maybe talking with the Harvest Sprites will give you some clues...

Fiercely territorial and suspicious of surface dwellers, Gorgan, the King of the
Underworld, isn't exactly great with first impressions. But with a secret love for flowers
and fish, maybe Gorgan isn't as grumpy as he appears at first sight!
Harvest Moon: Light of Hope Special Edition Season Pass grants access to all four
DLC packs at a discounted price. The other available DLC packs include Decorations &
Tool Upgrade Pack, New Marriageable Characters Pack, and Doc’s and Melanie’s
Special Episodes. The season pass is $9.99 and is available through the PlayStation®
Store and Nintendo eShop. Harvest Moon: Light of Hope Special Edition Bundle is
available through the PlayStation® Store and Nintendo eShop; it includes the full game
and the Season Pass for $49.99.
Here's a look at the DLC packs that have already been released!
Decorations & Tool Upgrade Pack
Available Now | Retail Price: $1.99
Completely customize and beautify your farm with 7 different decorative fence sets and
2 statues. You will also be able to upgrade your Hoe and Watering Can two additional
levels, making growing crops easier and faster!
New Marriageable Characters Pack
Available Now | Retail Price: $5.99
Expand your experience with new and exciting content! Two new eligible residents have
moved into Beacon Town! Shirlock, a fledgling journalist and self-proclaimed detective
who is studying under the tutelage of Naomi, and Michelle, Doc's research partner.
Doc’s and Melanie’s Special Episodes
Available Now | Retail Price: $5.99
Help out Melanie and Doc in two side stories that will unlock new shops! Melanie is in a
designing slump, and needs your help for inspiration! Meanwhile, Doc is having trouble
in the romance department! Can you help him out? And what rewards will they give
you?

About Harvest Moon
2017 marked the 20th Anniversary of the beloved farming/life simulation
franchise, Harvest Moon. The game first released in North America in 1997, and has
continued to see a steady rise of popularity and players, making it one of today's most

beloved franchises. Harvest Moon is revered for being a non-violent, family-oriented
game for everyone, and there have been more than 31 games released in the series. A
full history of the games in the franchise can be seen
here: http://www.natsume.com/current_game/games/hm20th/index.html
Players can follow the latest news for all of the beloved Natsume franchises
at www.natsume.com and by scooping all of the latest Natsume updates, contests,
screen shots and more
at www.natsume.com/facebook and www.twitter.com/natsume_inc .
###
Harvest Moon: Light of Hope assets can be found
here: https://app.box.com/v/HarvestMoonLOH
About Natsume Inc.
Natsume Inc. is a worldwide developer and publisher that specialize in unique and
family-oriented interactive entertainment software for a variety of platforms. Most known
for publishing Reel Fishing and Harvest Moon, Natsume is dedicated to producing
quality video games. For more information about Natsume Inc. visit www.natsume.com

